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Searching for buzzwords and the concepts they label, I ran over this one; probably many of you 
have also. I am not impressed with much of the material offered, but I still have questions for 
our Heavenly Trio, El Comité. I expect many of y’all will have questions also. 
 
Q: Who does the choosing?  
C: The soul itself. 
 
Q: Do other souls have to accept this choice or as humans, are we & they allowed to say no, 
the moon is indeed made of green cheese?  
C: The concept of a chosen one is human; of course any human may reject such status as 
assigned by another incarnated soul, in other words by a human in this category. As operates 
with many things in mankind, rejection of something does not create an impartial reality where 
the rejected thing doesn’t exist. 
 
The majority of humans who have become the chosen ones, are not aware of it. 
 
Q: What would be a good human definition of a chosen one? 
C: A person who is more attuned to existence outside the five human body senses. 
 
Q: Other labels for this, such as way showers, lightworkers and so forth, aren’t those just 
synonyms? 
C: Yes.     
 
Q: One YouTube channel (Sadaf Fatima) deals a lot with how and why chosen ones irritate, 
bother or simply make folks uncomfortable; the material offered seems to overemphasize the 
negative, frankly. It seems to cultivate division, not better understanding, but the general 
message offered is that chosen people do not resonate well with other people. Can you explain 
this? 
C: The message and explanations offered are generally correct, explaining perturbed 
observers or interactors for the most part. The majority of humans do not have such reactions. 
Nevertheless, the idea her channel explores is to make the chosen ones, as she identifies them, 
understand how negative reactions received from others are the result of observer and 
interactor reactions, not what the chosen one has done. 
 
Q: Why the name chosen one? 
C: A human chooses to be. It is a selection by and applicable to a single human, thus one. 
Chosen one.   
 
Q: What is different or unique about a chosen one? 
C: S/he has a mission, goal, objective not common among humans, in fact almost rare. 
 
Q: This is different from most of us, how? 
C: Such soul incarnates not for personal growth, development, learning and understanding 
to be gained from the planned life path and experiences. Such human comes & goes to Earth to 
be of service to others; s/he will certainly derive personal learning & benefit from this service,  
 



but it is collateral damage. Yes, a pun we intended; it is a residual benefit but not the final or 
main destination. 
 
Q: What is such a chosen person hoping to do? 
C: S/he will demonstrate by example, then through explanation, ideas most humans do not 
know, or dislike or outright reject. 
 
Q: Along the range of male personality types, common labels are alpha, beta & sigma; 
respectively the leader sometimes a little rough around a few edges, the pleaser & willing helper 
& accommodator and finally, the lone wolf who is unlike the other two types. Are male chosen 
ones typically the sigma male personality? 
C: Sigma males as defined and understood by humans, are another label for chosen ones.  
 
Q: Does mankind today have a higher, lower or similar percentage of chosen ones among in 
the population? 
C: Much higher percentages now, approaching one half of one percent. Two and three 
hundred years ago and earlier, among humans, often less than one tenth of this percentage 
could be considered such a soul. 
 
Q: Why have chosen ones increased tenfold? 
C: Most incarnating souls have requested it.   
 
Q: Because? 
C: The changes and challenges now occurring to and on Earth, which shall continue for 
some time until Earth has been regularized a bit better. 
 
Q: I’m so sensitive to some humans attempting to impose improvements the imposers deem 
suitable, I confess hearing that comment, “…has been regularized a bit better…”  sounds like a 
public policy agenda goal rammed down our throats, yet again.  My observation: create the 
bullshit concept of hate speech, using vile, nasty remarks as examples most people agree 
shouldn’t be said. (“Yo, black people, let’s all insult whitey today” or “let’s chain up the niggers 
again” or “them women need to chill out, shut up and stop offering those stupid lady 
opinions…”) Once the masses are softened up with the concept, the switcheroo is made and 
everybody then gets taught how it’s also hate speech to disagree with notions of pregnant men, 
the flat Earth and eighteen human genders.  
C: Allow us to expand: what shall be regularized is curtailment of free speech, using false 
concepts such as hate speech to achieve it. Ideas deemed crazy by others who disagree, are not 
new to Earth and if humans are present, shall be with you always. Many of you incarnate to 
provide disagreement, set off conflicts and allow others to learn from the intolerance. Left to 
your own, humans will organize efficiently until the growth of social groupings make it difficult 
to achieve similar conditions for all members. 
 
The challenge mankind has yet to overcome is acceptance of the bell curve. As a society grows, 
the modern human nation state being the best example of this, the exceptions at the farther 
edges of the distribution curve, even if the same size in relation to the curve, are more 
numerous. Making light of the poor and the rich is simply too seductive and easy for power 
hungry sociopaths to ignore.  
 
What this means in practice is growth of a central authority, from servant to eventually a tyrant.  
 



Although political Democrats in the USA often scream that Mr. Trump was and would again be 
the tyrant, they are intentionally projecting themselves with such protestations. 
 
Mankind shall become more local, libertarian and disconnected from matters which today 
occupy much attention. 
 
Q: Such as the reported terror attack in Moscow, receiving huge attention in places where 
the tragedy is irrelevant.  
C: Yes, that is an example; in your life own experience you were unaware as a teenager that 
political dissidents in Argentina were flown over mountains or the ocean, then pushed out of 
the aircraft without parachutes. Becoming aware of this as an adult would have what effect? 
Opportunity for power and enrichment would not be difficult to extract from this today, given 
the media environment humans have created and daily energize with eager consumption. 
 
Q: Such as the way British Princess Kate Middleton’s cancer news announcements followed 
heavy speculation? 
C: Yes, a good example.    
 
Q: So, what will be regularized? 
C: The ebb and flow of different opinions, to a degree mankind has not achieved to date. 
The volume will reduce, consumption will remain much as it has been.     
 
Q: What role(s) do chosen ones, or lightworkers or such, play in this process? 
C: Human social organization relies ever more on coin flips, in other words, binary or 
reciprocal views of leader and follower, stronger versus weaker, dominator and the oppressed, 
good versus bad and so forth. What the lightworker or chosen one displays is a third alternative; 
be not strong in dominance but in character and principle. Be not a happy lazy follower who 
hides from mental challenge. Many of you have heard the term snowflake used to smear people 
who seek to curtail disliked, often intensely so, opinions. Snowflakes are not effective at 
curtailment and censorship; this is a bad name. Snowflakes melt in the heat; such people 
labeled snowflakes are the opposite; they are crusaders. 
 
Chosen ones hope to show that strong, vigorous crusades against disliked concepts are a large 
sign of mental frailty, childishness and frankly, silliness. Likewise, bitter rebuttals and 
counterattacks display similar if not outright equivalent frailty and immaturity. 
 
In Heaven all ideas are offered, consumed and considered, always voluntarily. The chosen ones 
among humans lead this way and annoy many a person because of it. 
 
Q: How do we know a chosen one when we see her/him? 
C: Your mind will tell you; sometimes your irritation will be the first symptom. Do not 
succumb to mental comfort; listen for a moment.  
 
Q: Do chosen ones ever proclaim their status, path, goal or place? 
C: Never. Most such people would reject the idea they are chosen. 
 
Q: Maybe chosen by others, such as higher power; an archangel, Jesus, Buddha, 
Mohammed, God or what-have-we. As explained above, self-chosen is different. 
C:  A human who chooses a mission of service by example to other humans, flat out dislikes  
 
 



any notion of being special, thus the idea that being a chosen one confers status, rank, power 
and admiration. The chosen one dislikes personal adulation. Any human among you who enjoys 
the idea s/he is a chosen one, most certainly cannot be. 
 
Q: What can a chosen one do to make interactions with others easier, simpler and create a 
life of less controversy? 
C: A chosen one neither wants nor pursues this; s/he holds principles and concepts as the 
highest priority and refuses to compromise them in any way.  
 
Q: What causes any other person to find the chosen one irritating, bothersome or tedious?  
C: The interactor who dislikes the chosen one is unaware of her or his sense of inadequacy; 
this is buried but for the feeling or emotion which always bubbles or sometimes, boils to the 
surface. The irritated observer or interactor is unaware of her or his desire to offer benevolence 
and attract genuine, deep admiration. Upon encountering someone who does this successfully 
and with apparent ease, the bothered and irritated observer offers criticism in a feeble and 
often unsuccessful attempt to re-level or reorganize the social structure such that the chosen 
one is undermined or cast away. Being sacked and tossed is the far more frequent solution; bad 
reactions born of negative self-assessments, are far more difficult to face. Running away from in 
disgust, or throwing away as defective, the irritating annoying presence is like swallowing a box 
of delectable cookies while pretending to follow a strict diet; the good taste is easy to 
rationalize despite the bad effects soon to follow.   
 
Q: Do the irritated ones, the counterparts to the chosen ones, pass through this stage of 
bitter rejection as an early step in their own enlightenment, understanding and eventual rise? 
C: Yes, often as part of a life plan. Other intolerant, irritated ones only come to understand 
when their life review takes place, and they step into the place of the chosen one.  
 
Q: Thank you, Esteemed Committee. 
C: Welcome are you always. Be well and good. 


